AREA RESTAURANTS

BERGHOFF  17 W. Adams | 312.427.3170  | Chicago’s oldest restaurant; classic German & American (CLOSED SUNDAYS)
Exit hotel right; walk 2 ½ blocks; Berghoff is on the right

THE GAGE   24 S. Michigan | 312.372.4243  | Gastropub – Contemporary American in a pub-inspired setting
Exit hotel right; walk 5 blocks to Michigan & turn left; walk 1 ½ blocks; The Gage is on the left

PARK GRILL  11 N. Michigan | 312.521.7275  | Contemporary American in the heart of Millennium Park
Exit hotel right; Walk 5 blocks to Michigan; cross over Michigan & turn left; walk 2 blocks; Park Grill is on the right

TAVERN AT THE PARK   130 E. Randolph | 312.552.0070  | Globally-influenced tavern fare (CLOSED SUNDAYS)
Exit hotel right; walk 5 blocks to Michigan & turn left; Walk 4 blocks to Randolph & turn right; Tavern at the Park is on the left

PETTERINO’S  150 N. Dearborn | 312.422.0150  | Supper club style Italian steak and seafood
Exit hotel right; walk 2 blocks to Dearborn & turn left; walk 4 blocks; Petterino’s is on the left after Randolph

ROSEBUD PRIME  1 S. Dearborn | 312.384.1900  | Classic Chicago steakhouse with a more relaxed atmosphere
Exit hotel right; walk 2 blocks to Dearborn & turn left; walk 2 blocks; Rosebud Prime is on the right

CATCH 35  35 W. Wacker | 312.346.3500  | One of Chicago's largest selections of contemporary seafood
Exit hotel right; walk 2 blocks to Dearborn & turn left; walk 6 blocks & turn right on Wacker; Catch 35 is on the right

THE GRILLROOM  33 W. Monroe | 312.960.0000  | Loop steakhouse, seafood restaurant and wine bar (CLOSED SUNDAY)
Exit hotel right; walk ½ block to Lasalle & turn left; walk 1 block to Monroe & turn right; The Grillroom is 2.5 blocks down on right

CHICAGO CUT STEAK HOUSE  300 N. Lasalle | 312.329.1800  | Bustling riverfront Chicago steak house
Exit hotel right; walk ½ block to Lasalle & turn left; walk 7 blocks; Chicago Cut is on the left

ITALIAN

ITALIAN VILLAGE  71 W. Monroe | 3 Italian restaurants under one roof - La Cantina (chop house), Vivere (upscale), The Village (casual)
Exit hotel right; walk ½ block to Lasalle & turn left; walk 1 block to Monroe & turn right; Italian Village is 1.5 blocks down on right

TESORI  65 E Adams | 312.786.9911  | Chef-driven contemporary northern Italian
Exit hotel right; walk 4 1/2 blocks; Tesori is on the right

TRATTORIA #10  10 N. Dearborn | 312.984.1718  | Quaint, traditional northern Italian (CLOSED SUNDAYS)
Exit hotel right; walk 2 blocks to Dearborn & turn left; walk 2 ½ blocks; Trattoria #10 is on the left just after Madison

ACANTO  18 S. Michigan | 312.578.0763  | Rustic Italian cuisine in a casual, inviting setting
Exit hotel right; walk 5 blocks to Michigan & turn left; walk 1 ½ blocks; Acanto is on the left
PIZZA

GIORDANO'S  225 W. Jackson | 312.583.9400 | Traditional Chicago-style deep dish pizza with pastas, sandwiches, & appetizers
Exit hotel left to Wells & turn left; walk 1 block to Jackson & turn right; Giordano's is on the left

PIZANO'S  61 E. Madison | 312.236.1777 | Authentic Chicago-style deep dish pizza from the Malnati family
Exit hotel right; turn left at the first corner Lasalle & walk 2 blocks; turn right on Madison & walk 4 blocks; Pizano's is on the right

GINO'S EAST SPORTS BAR  521 S. Dearborn | 312.939.1818 | Deep dish pizzeria & sports bar
Exit hotel right; walk 2 blocks to Dearborn & turn right; walk 3.5 blocks; Gino's East is on the left after Congress

PUB FARE & BAR & GRILL

RANDOLPH TAVERN  188 W. Randolph | 312.683.3280 | Upscale tavern in Chicago's Theater District
Exit hotel left to Wells & turn right; walk 4 blocks; Randolph Tavern is on the right

ELEPHANT & CASTLE  111 W. Adams | 312.236.6656 | Casual English pub with a wide-ranging menu
Exit hotel right and walk 1½ blocks; Elephant & Castle is on the right

SOUTH BRANCH  100 S. Wacker | 312.546.6177 | Upscale bar & grill along the Chicago River (CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY)
Exit hotel left; walk 2½ blocks to Wacker & turn right; walk 1 block to Monroe, cross Monroe & turn left; South Branch is on the left before the river (CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY)

ASIAN

HOT WOKS COOL SUSHI  312 W. Adams | 312.220.0011 | Casual pan-Asian – Chinese, Japanese, & Thai (CLOSED WEEKENDS)
Exit hotel left; walk 1½ blocks; Hot Woks Cool Sushi is on the right
ALSO at 30 S. Michigan | 312.345.1234 | Sun-Thu 11am-9pm, Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
Exit hotel right; walk 5 blocks to Michigan & turn left; walk 1½ blocks; Hot Woks Cool Sushi is on the left

EMBEYA  564 W. Randolph | 312.612.5640 | Chef-driven contemporary southeast Asian
Exit hotel left; walk 6 blocks to Jefferson and turn right; walk 4 blocks to Randolph; Embeya is on the right

VEGETARIAN

NATIVE FOODS  218 S. Clark | 312.332.6332 | Fast-casual chef-crafted vegan fare (CLOSES AT 9PM MON-SAT, 7PM SUN)
Exit hotel right; walk 1½ blocks to Clark and turn right; Native Foods is on the right

RUSSIAN TEA TIME  77 E. Adams | 312.360.0000 | Old World Eastern European fare including lots of vegetarian options
Exit hotel right; walk 3½ blocks; Russian Tea Time is on the right

GREEK

GREEK ISLANDS  200 S. Halsted | 312.782.9855 | Traditional Greek fare featuring imported regional ingredients
Exit the hotel left; walk 10 blocks to Halsted. Greek Islands is on the corner on the left side.
Greek Islands is on the left (5 minute taxi)

LATIN

MERCADITO  108 W. Kinzie | 312.329.9555 | Fun, lively, contemporary taqueria with a large cocktail selection
Exit hotel right; walk ½ block to LaSalle & turn left; walk 8 blocks & turn right on Kinzie; Mercadito is on the left